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Greetings all,
Firstly, I would like to say thank you
to all the board members and
members that helped NAMOA in the
last year for your challenging work
and commitment to NAMOA is
greatly appreciated by all and it’s an
investment in all our businesses to
ensure the industries future.
A special mention to our members
that help NAMOA through the tough
times and the good, with lots of
excellent work still to come for
members to benefit with the future
direction as to our strategic plan laid
out in January 2017.
Now, I like to welcome the new state
nominated board members at our
recent AGM on July 28th, 2017 and I
also recognise all the people behind
the scenes in making NAMOA better
and stronger for the future.
Congratulations to NAMOA
Representatives for 2017 / 2018:
QLD. Ray McGowan,
Tony Argery.
NSW. Ron Moroz,
James Melides.
SA.

Robert Westwood.

VIC.

Steve Kimmins,
Zak Athaniadis

WA.

Jo Cox.

ACT.

Nick Vasiliou

NAMOA people recognition:
Juanita Keegan, Glennis Corley, Cyril
McGregor, Mark Schneider, Claire
Pink, Garth Pink, John Harrison, Ray
McGowan, Juan Uribe, John
Zamofing, Duncan McDougall, John
Sophios, Steve Kimmins, Zak
Athaniadis, Nick Vasiliou, Todd
McDougall, Fiona Cossill & Greg
O’Malley.
By now all members would have
either received an email from
NAMOA or a notification about
NAMOA first ever video on Facebook
& You Tube. Your feedback has been
terrific and I welcome further
feedback to make NAMOA a better

organisation for our industry. I am
confident the video explains to
members exactly where NAMOA is
heading for members to receive the
benefits from this long overdue
planning for our industry.

We will exchange stories from time to
time for the Collector to keep members
informed of stories overseas, plus a
viewing of NAMOA’s own app for
members to see and to be released
soon, read and see more on page 11

It’s also reassuring that even
Intergame Magazine has pick up on
NAMOA activity as reported in the
September edition on page 24 of the
Intergame magazine regarding
NAMOA members.

At the recent AGE Expo in Sydney, I
was really pleased to see so many
NAMOA members at this expo and I
wished I had more time to spend with
members but it was extremely busy
show and I would like to thank the
many members and new members
that came to the expo. Read the
AGE Expo show report page 20

The last quarter some members have
inform me that they had better
return over the school holiday period
in June/July than last year, that’s
always encouraging signs to hear
that from members.
In this edition of Collector, there’s an
update to the Learning and
Education programs plus the NAMOA
preferred supplier extension program
to help members achieve better
outcomes for their business and the
board is proud to announce the
extension of the program to a national
program level as of next month.
I would thoroughly recommend
doing any extra programs, it’s a great
invest in yourself and your business.
Even I decided to take the plunge
and book some extra modules for my
company and we are now seeing the
benefits of this in our company, I
never thought I would learn too
much, but I was wrong- it’s never too
late to teach an old dog new tricks.
The programs can be tailored to your
own business and you only have to
pay for what you think you may need,
so again make an investment in
yourself and it’s strictly confidential.
So, take a look now by logging in to
www.namoa.com.au to view the
members resources page and view
the topics of interest. You will notice
over the coming year these topics
will grow as part of our path way for
members to grow.
Plus this edition of the Collector you
will notice in this edition has a
full-page ad for subscription from
Intergame Magazine of which
Intergame Magazine is now an
Alliance partner with NAMOA.

The announcement of Contract or
compliance for Pubs and Clubs in NSW
will effect many members, but my
understanding of this compliance could
turn out to be a good thing for members, however industry sources suggest
that within five years it could be a
requirement right around Australia, as
it is with other industries now. Read
more on page 5
Finally, I would like to say a HUGE
thank you to Glennis Corley, she has
been a massive back bone for NAMOA
for many years and is now retiring, but
she says – “you won’t get rid her just
yet”. Glennis, you know you are always
welcome any time.
Glennis, on behalf of the members
around Australia, we will miss you very
much and wish you and Ken many more
happy years together in retirement.
So now as NAMOA is moving forward
there couldn’t be a better time to
renew or re-join NAMOA as our
future of the industry is reshaping to
help members grow their business
with learning, compliance and
industry information that will make
our industry shine.
May your cashboxes always be full.

Tony Argery
NAMOA President
AMOAQ President

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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Letter from Glennis Corley
It has been many years that I have
been associated with The Collector
and made many friends during that
time. However it is time for new and
fresh ideas and I am pleased that
The Collector is taking on this
approach.

New centres opening
Congratulations to iplay ‘s John Sophis and Kingpin’s Ron Moroz in opening new
centres in the last few months, its great seeing our industry growing with great
products.

I would sincerely like to thank all
those who have helped me over the
years by providing articles and
advice, and it was during Trade
Shows, I eventually met you all.
What a time we all had!
However, if in the future I can be of
assistance, please email currentnews@namoa.com.au

!

Or contact me if just for a chat. I
wish all the very best in the future
and may the Association continue to
grow and assist all members. Thank
you all.
Kind regards
Glennis

Glennis Corley

Attention all Members of
NAMOA –
Members of NAMOA:
To remain a Member your
outstanding subs for 2017-18
should be forwarded to
admin@namoa.com.au as soon as
possible marked attention Juanita.

!

This is enable you to continue
receiving The Collector, and any
important news as it comes to hand.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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NAMOA Victoria
Recently OLGR (Office of Liquor and
Gaming) contacted us to discuss the
rule that we’ve put in place in the
Victorian constitution regarding
amusement machines in public
places. The following information
was sent to all members in August…
It has been brought to our attention
by the Victorian Commission for
gambling and liquor regulation that
they will be enforcing rule 2.2.3
section (a) of the Gambling
Regulation Act 2003.

What this means is that by the law
we are not allowed to have any
prizes in any prize machines with a
RETAIL value of over $50. Further
to this, for operators that have
ticket games, the highest instant
win in tickets can’t be over $50
value, so if you are running 2 cent
tickets, 2500 is the highest, and if
you are on 1 cent tickets, 5000 is
the highest.
Note: Enforcement Officers have
visited many Venues and contacted
Operators over the last few weeks,
leaving a copy of Gambling
Regulation Act 2003, and after
consultation with some Operators
and Distributors have advised in
advance that they will commence in
approximately 2 months imposing
heavy penalties for the Operator, the
Location, and seizing machines.
This will affect everyone in the
industry that operates these types of
machines in any Venue in Victoria
(including Family Entertainment
centres), and in addition to the
penalties outlined above, failure to
comply may lead to further formal
investigation into our industry.

What we need you to do immediately:
Remove all prizes from machines
which have a RETAIL value of more
than $50 and replace them with
lower value prizes. We will be
communicating some suggested
substitutes in coming weeks.

Meeting 22nd August
A meeting was held on the 22nd of
August to discuss this matter. OLGR
representatives were supposed to be
there but declined at the last minute
saying they were not able to make it
as their management were not
allowing them to attend.
Since this meeting, OLGR have
informed us that they are reviewing
their actions on this rule and will be
discussing this with the Minister in
the coming months.

What this means to us…
As we’ve already woken the beast, I
suggest we don’t poke it any more.
We recommend that you continue to
operate your machines with prizes
valued at less than $50. This should
hopefully reduce the number of
complaints, increase the payouts and
keep our players happy. If we
continue to push the envelope who
knows what might happen next. We
don’t want another road trip Fiasco.
Thank you and regards,
Steve Kimmins
NAMOA Victorian President

!

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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JOIN THE FAST TRACK TO COMPLIANCE!

NAMOA NSW

By Roving Reporter
Over the last year slowly but surely
compliance is becoming a major
issue for NAMOA NSW members
throughout Pubs and Clubs,
whereas amusements operators
must become compliant to enter
any of the compliant venues that
are being implemented by
Barrington’s Group and encouraged
by Clubs NSW.
Compliance is nothing new, were
many other industries have been
doing this for years now. Speaking
to Barrington’s group representative
Arron Power, he believes within the
next five to ten years this will be
expected of all contractor’s entering
Pubs and Clubs venues Australia
wide.
Furthermore, the Barrington’s group
have provided the following
information of how this compliance
all works.

NAMOA NSW – COMPLIANCE

Plant and Equipment Management:

Join the Fast Track to Compliance
with Smartek Compliance
Management Software

• ID, Photos and Service Records of
Machines
• Equipment Maintenance Requests
and Reports

Smartek is fast to implement, easy to
use, cloud-based software that
allows you to manage your
compliance anywhere, anytime and
for multiple sites. It is accessed
through your desktop, table or smart
phone browser. There is no need for
software installation and all updates
are automatic. Custom real-time
alerts can be programmed and a
wide range of standard reports are
available.
With a minimum of effort or fuss,
Smartek will manage:
• Your company’s compliance
records and reporting
• Contractors and their licensing
compliance records
• Contractors time in attendance
records and entrance control

Staff Management:
• Photo Identification cards using
barcode, RFID or QR Codes
• Licensing requirements - Police
and Working with Children Checks
• Shift & Incident Reporting
• Security Patrols and Reporting
• Authorized Visitor Management
Customer Management:
• Lost / Found Property
• Complaint Handling
• Emergency Mustering
For more information Email NAMOA

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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NAMOA MEMBERS
LEARNING AND RESOURCES PROGRAM
NAMOA MEMBERS ARE
‘AHEAD OF THE GAME’
MORE REASONS THAN EVER BEFORE TO RENEW YOUR
MEMBERSHIP WITH NAMOA
There has never been a better time to be a member of
NAMOA. The new initiatives that your Board are working on
are already ensuring that members are more informed,
educated, represented and supported with innovation and
technical information than ever before.
We have attached a copy of all the ways that NAMOA is
working to help operators grow their business in the coming
membership year and urge you to update yourselves on all
there is to offer. All you have to do is complete the renewal
form in this edition of the Collector , email it back to us:
admin@namoa.com.au
0r post to:

!

ATTN. TONY ARGERY C/o - Unit 2/43 Links Ave North
EAGLE FARM QLD 4009

GROW YOURSELF THROUGH LEARNING & GROW
YOUR BUSINESS
NAMOA has listened to members who have asked for more
education on technical, compliance and business issues, and
we have exciting news.
The new MEMBER RESOURCE section is now LIVE at
www.namoa.com.au
Inside you’ll find the first 9 modules for members to access
and get the latest information on a variety of topics including:
FREE MODULES:
Getting Started – business essentials checklist on starting
your operator business in Australia
Marketing Basics – valuable insights into how to get started
with your marketing
Marketing Advanced – more tools and knowledge to
update your marketing strategies
Insurance Basics – essential information on what you
should consider for Get
Organised and Grow Your Business – tips on getting
control of your most valuable asset – your time
Continued on page 7...

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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USER PAYS NAMOA MEMBERS MODULES
Customer Service, Armed Robbery and Hold Up Compliance training, Workplace Safety Introduction
Essential resources for you and your staff provided by NAMOA for the exclusive use of members –
partnering with you in supporting and growing your business. Start increasing your skills and knowledge now, and
start improving your business every day.
Just log in the member area of www.namoa.com.au and go to MEMBER RESOURCES.
We’d love your feedback, and any ideas on future modules that you may have, so that we can put them into place for
you. If it interests you its highly likely others will want the topic information too.
We’d like your help to PASS ON THE GOOD NEWS! Keep the attached Member Benefits leaflet handy and pass it on
to others out in the marketplace that may not know about the new NAMOA.
Let’s keep the industry dynamic and thriving together.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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NAMOA
MEMBERS APP

NAMOA MEMBERS APP!
NAMOA is proud to announce members will
soon have access to their NAMOA members
app (another first for NAMOA), that provides
the members access to vast arrange of details
for their business and the best part of the app
is that the member will be able to save all
their information up to the cloud, like Google,
One Drive, iCloud and Dropbox should any
member wish to use this tool.
The NAMOA app has many sections starting
from Locations, Machines, Contacts, Cash
Collections with breakdowns, Invoice Venue
Statements, Maintenance, Sales Report,
Backup and Restore to name a few. Just think
no more getting home from your run and
working out all that paper work, this app
takes away a lot of that work for the operator.
It’s important to inform members that the app
is built for the end user only and does not
share information to NAMOA, its purely an app
that provides the amusement machine
operator the ability to input any venues
details and all other information the operators
wishes to input.
Our developer of the app is now working on
stock inputs for the app also, however this will
be an added feature down the track for
NAMOA members to access too, plus If any
member operates vending machines too, then
the app can be used for this type of business
too.
Whilst the app has been in the field tested for
some time now, with the results showing
fantastic input from the developer’s beta
testers. NAMOA is still unsure on the
purchase price of the app, but we can confirm
the app will be only available on IOS only at
this stage, so get your iPad ready members.
We should also point out that NAMOA has
requested a trial period before monthly/yearly
subscription purchase, but are still awaiting
confirmation from our developers and cannot
confirm this at this stage, but stay tune for
further updates via our members email outs or
FACEBOOK page.
The NAMOA board, would also like to thank
Tony Argery from Funhouse and his team for
all their assistance in helping to make this
happen for NAMOA members, thank you Tony
from the NAMOA Board.

Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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Report from IAAPA Expo
show in USA in the next
edition Collector

CRACKDOWN!
With the government’s war on
cash heating up, the so-called
“black economy” is also
facing a hi-tech crackdown.
According to Mr Gardiner,
similar to tax returns, at ATO
used to focus on particular
industries for compliance.

paying their share, “the increasing
sophistication of the tax office now
means these people will be caught,
prosecuted and face penalties and
interest on the unpaid tax”.

“But now again with the data
available, they’re doing it in a far
more sophisticated fashion,” he
said. “They’ve developed what we
call a benchmark for many kinds of
industries that are associated with
the cash economy — butchers,
bakeries, hairdressers, tradies,
convenience store owners,
takeaway shops.“What they do is
look at typically what amount they
will spend on buying supplies — in
the case of a pizza shop, how many
boxes they’ve bought for the
purpose of delivering pizzas — then
work out relative to business inputs
and expenses what revenue they
should be generating. “If that
business has an income level
outside what would be expected,
they would target that business. It
doesn’t automatically mean they’re
cheating, but if there’s
discrepancy there needs to be a
reason why.”

• Trips between home and work —
unless carrying bulky work-related
goods
• Car expenses that have been
salary sacrificed
• Meal expenses for travel unless
you were required to work away
from home overnight.
• Private travel or private transport
of bulky goods or equipment
• Everyday clothes to wear to work
— such as a suit or black pants —
even if your employer requires you
to wear them
• Deductions for cleaning eligible
work clothes without showing how
you calculated the cost
• Higher education contributions
charged through the HELP scheme
• Self-education expenses if the
study is not connected with your
current job
• Private use of phone or internet
• Upfront deductions for tools and
equipment costing more than $300
each. These must be depreciated
over time

The bottom line, according to Mr
Gardiner, is that if businesses or
taxpayers are cheating and not

THINGS YOU PROBABLY CAN’T
CLAIM

The War on cash the ‘biggest
threat’ to our liberty is BIG
Brother is coming for your
wallet.
From expiry dates on $100 notes and
cash payment limits to tracking
chips, internet snooping and now
central bank-issued digital fiat
currency, the battle plan for the war
on cash is taking shape.
With the federal government’s Black
Economy Taskforce set to hand down
its final report next month, the head
of the corporate watchdog has
weighed into the debate with an
ominous prediction.
Speaking to the The Australian
Financial Review , ASIC chairman
Greg Medcraft predicted traditional
bank accounts may be unnecessary
within a decade as central banks
begin issuing their own Bitcoin-style
digital fiat currency.
While central banks already have
digital settlement accounts with the
financial institutions, Mr Medcraft
predicted that those would soon be
extended to everyday transaction
accounts for the general population.
Continued on page 14...

Source: Australian Taxation Office
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“With central-bank issued digital
currencies, you might not need a
bank account anymore,”
Mr Medcraft said. A digital fiat
currency, while convenient, would
also be convenient for the
government — able to be taxed,
tracked and confiscated at will.
“The disturbing thing,
understanding that they would want
to join the digital currency milieu, is
knowing what a bunch of control
freaks they are, I can almost guarantee they will say, ‘Now we’ve got a
digital currency, all other digital
currencies are illegal,’” said Liberal
Democrats Senator David
Leyonhjelm. The likelihood is they
will fail to prohibit them even if they
try, and that will be amazingly
positive, because then we will have
private currencies competing with
fiat currencies, and that’s
something us libertarians have
been hankering for, for ages.”
But Senator Leyonhjelm slammed
the federal government’s war on
cash, describing it as the biggest
threat currently facing the freedom
of everyday Australians. “This
pursuit of the black economy is
probably the biggest threat to our
liberty of all,” Senator Leyonhjelm
said.
“This idea that you’ve got to be more
regulated otherwise the black
economy will grow and therefore
the government will miss out on its
taxes, that worries me, because
they seem to take the view that
taxes are sacred and anything that
protects [tax revenue] is legitimate.”
Senator Leyonhjelm said while
“most people accept paying tax as a
civic duty”, there was a limit. “We
are past that limit, so avoiding taxes
is much more likely,” he said.
“Getting rid of $100 notes, putting
restrictions on cash payments,
these are all directed at increasing
taxation ... [when taxes] already
exceed what people regard as a

reasonable taxation level.”
Estimates for the size of Australia’s
so-called black economy vary from
$23 billion to $50 billion. The
government claims tax avoidance
through cash payments costs the
budget up to $10 billion in revenue,
money that could go towards
funding welfare and other services.
Senator Leyonhjelm said the current
government had lost its way. “I hear
people in this place [parliament] say
that letting people keep some of
their money is a ‘concession’,” he
said.
The government first announced its
cash crackdown last year, singling
out the $100 note for review —
prompting the RBA to come out in
defence of the largest denomination
bill by pointing out that criminals
prefer $50s.
Last month, investment bank UBS
blamed the Commonwealth Bank
money laundering scandal on
“outdated” $50 and $100 notes,
having earlier called for the removal
of large-denomination banknotes,
saying it the move would be good for
the economy and the banks.
“Benefits may include: reduced
crime (difficult to monetise);
increased tax revenue (fewer cash
transactions) and reduced welfare
fraud (claiming welfare while
earning or hoarding cash),” UBS
analyst Jonathan Mott wrote.
“From the banks’ perspective there
would likely be a spike in deposits —
if all the A$100 notes were deposited
into banks (ignoring hoarded A$50s),
household deposits would rise
[roughly] 4 per cent.”
The Black Economy Taskforce’s
interim report contained a number
of proposals, including an
“economy-wide” limit on cash
payments, the use of consumer
penalties for failing to get a receipt
when paying in cash, and the use of

biometric data such as “fingerprints,
palm prints, iris and facial structure”
to monitor the black economy.
A subsequent consultation paper,
which “provides additional policy
ideas”, went even further, floating
expiry dates and “tracking
technology” for banknotes, banning
of encrypted messaging phones and
apps, and “scraping” of internet
traffic to identify “suspicious
patterns of online activity”.
According to the Reserve Bank, cash
withdrawals from ATMs have fallen
by about 3.4 per cent annually since
2009, while credit card transactions
are growing at 7.3 per cent per
annum, driven by tap-and-go
technology. There are currently 335
million $100 notes in circulation —
or about 14 per every Australian —
and 92 per cent of all currency by
value is in $50s and $100s. “Cash, in
contrast to its electronic alternatives, offers anonymity for those who
use it. This is exploited by criminals,”
the consultation paper says.
“Would there be merit in taking
some kind of action targeting the
$100 note? While an outright ban is
unlikely to be effective, an organised
changeover (requiring all holders of
$100 notes to exchange them for
new ones) might be considered. A
possible option might be to use
tracking technology for a subset of
these notes.”
The consultation paper likens its
cash crackdown to the “paradigm
shift” in counter-terrorism efforts
following 9/11. “The black economy
does not exist in isolation from other
social ills,” it says.
“Indeed, organised crime and other
forms of illegal activity are at its very
core. This problem knows no
jurisdictional or departmental
boundaries, yet in some cases our
responses are siloed, fragmented
and reactive.”
Continued on page 16...
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A Treasury spokeswoman said
the ideas were “published for
further public consultation
and are not formal
recommendations”. “The
Taskforce is due to deliver a
final report to Government in
October 2017,” she said
• Reviewing the $100 note: “While
an outright ban is unlikely to be
effective, an organised changeover
(requiring all holders of $100 notes
to exchange them for new ones)
might be considered. A possible
option might be to use tracking
technology for a subset of these
notes.”
• Requiring non-cash payment of
wages: “Not allowing deductions to
be claimed for undocumented
wages (no PAYG withholding
payments, no payment summaries
issues or no superannuation
contributions reported). We are
interested in views on taking this
one step further by requiring all
wages to be paid electronically.”
• Cracking down on tradie scams:
“We have been told that
tradespeople use discount cards to
purchase tools and furnish proof for
deduction claims, but that part of
the income earnt with them is never
declared. These cards could be a
valuable resource for the tax
authorities (looking for mismatches
between deductions and income),
but also play a role in ethical supply
chain behaviour (for example,
limiting access to them to
tradespeople with verified ABNs).”
• Linking compo to taxable income:
“We have been told that workers’
compensation payouts are not
linked to the amount of income
reported for tax. If workers’
compensation payouts were
calculated based on income
reported for tax purposes, that
could act as a disincentive for

employees to ask for, and accept,
cash in hand wages.”
• Tax incentives for non-cash
businesses: “The idea would be to
encourage businesses which are
prepared to adopt non-cash business
models. This would spur innovation
(for example the development of new
apps) and require buy-in from
customers.”
• Possible cash payment limit across
the economy: “The anonymity of
cash is exploited by black economy
participants and those engaged in
illegal activity including money
laundering, terrorism financing and
illicit trade. The level of any cash
payment limit will require careful
consideration (however $10,000 is a
possible option).”
• Lowering the GST threshold: “Given
technological developments since
the tax was introduced, the view has
been put to the Taskforce that the
current GST threshold ($75,000) may
be too high. We note that any change
to the GST must be agreed by the
States and Territories.”
• Whole-of-government use of data:
“A better connected, less
fragmented government will lower
compliance costs for individuals and
businesses, allow services to be
better tailored and spur innovation.
It will enable more sophisticated use
of analytics (including big data) by
government agencies, potentially
linking data from welfare,
immigration, policy and tax
authorities.”

• Targeting high-risk sectors:
“High-risk sectors identified ...
include building and construction,
restaurants and cafes, hair and
beauty salons, child care, disability
services, aged care, labour hire,
horticulture and abattoirs, and
offshore wagering.”
• Punishing property owners:
“Property owners should take some
responsibility for activities that take
place on their premises or land.
Consideration might be given to
sanctions for owners where blatantly
illegal activities are involved and
some degree of knowledge of these
activities (or wilful blindness) can
reasonably be imputed.”
• Using biometric data: “Biometrics
such as fingerprints, palm prints, iris
and facial structure are unique
physical attributes that can be used
for identity verification purposes.
The Taskforce will consider whether
increased use of biometrics (subject
to privacy protections) would assist
to reduce black economy
participation.”
• Snooping on internet traffic:
“Germany has introduced
world-leading internet ‘scraping’
technology which monitors internet
traffic to identify potentially
high-risk transactions. This
information is shared with the tax
authorities and also internet
businesses (including eBay).”
Source: Black Economy Taskforce

• Consumer-focused action:
“We intend to examine the merits of
consumer-focused sanctions,
including the loss of consumer
protections, warranties and legal
rights for people who make cash
payments without obtaining a valid
receipt.”
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The $10 note is jam-packed with
hidden design features. Once the
new $10 is released, people will be
able to continue using the existing
series of banknotes with all
previously issued banknotes
remaining legal tender. And when
the currency comes into circulation,
let’s just hope it’s better received
than the $5 was last year.

New $10 bill to be introduced
into circulation on
September 20

According to the Reserve Bank of
Australia, the note will have the
following features:

AUSTRALIA is set to lose its mind
again with the release date of the
new $10 note announced this week.
Reserve Bank governor Philip Lowe
said the update currency will go
into general circulation from 20
September and will offer the same
features found in last year’s new $5
note.

• A rolling colour effect when you
tilt the banknote.
• Multiple security features in the
clear top-to-bottom window.
• An image of the nib of a pen to
represent Gilmore and Paterson’s
works as writers.
• A flying cockatoo that will move its
wings and change colour when the
note is titled.
• A sulphur-crested cockatoo
• A reversing number 10, which
changes within the homestead on
the note.
• An interpretation of the Bramble
Wattle.

‘The new notes contain the same
world-leading security benefits as
the $5 note, including a clear
top-to-bottom window, and a tactile
feature so that it can be recognised
by vision-impaired members of the
community,” he said in his opening
statement to the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Economics.

• Two raised bumps on each of the
long edges of the banknote, which
work as a tactile feature.
• A portrait of Banjo Paterson is
based on a photograph taken when
he returned from the Boer War in
1900
• The designer’s interpretation of a
horseman from the era of
Paterson’s writing.
• Tiny parts of text in multiple
locations on the banknote that
includes excerpts from The Man
from Snowy River.
• A cockatoo and wattle branch
printed with fluorescent ink and
visible under UV light.
Continued on page 18...

The note will feature two of
Australia’s biggest icons —
prominent writers Dame Mary
Gilmore and Banjo Paterson. To
ensure that the new banknotes can
be used in day-to-day transactions
across the country — including
depositing machines — the Reserve
Bank has been working with cash
handlers, businesses and machine
manufacturers in the lead up to the
launch.
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THE HIDDEN COSTS OF
THE NEW $10 NOTE
Firmware upgrades to cost
amusement and vending
industry $4m plus alone.

vision-impaired people — will be
released into general circulation from
Wednesday onwards.

Supermarket giants Woolworths and
Coles believe their self-service
checkouts will cope with the new $10
note released this week, but many
other machines that accept currency
won’t be ready, iTnews can reveal.

It follows the release of the new $5
note last year.

Many of the estimated 100,000 plus
amusement and vending machines
that operate in Australia will
unlikely be ready to accept
Australia’s new $10 banknote when
it enters circulation this week,
according to the national
amusement (NAMOA) and vending
association.
Meanwhile, the operators of pokies,
betting terminals, parking meters,
ATMs, change machines, self-service
checkouts and car washes are racing
to get their equipment ready to accept
the note on time.
The new $10 note — which contains
upgraded security features, a clear
top-to-bottom window, and a tactile
feature so that it can be recognised by

Supermarket giant Woolworths, which
wasn’t ready in time for the then-new
$5 note last year, told iTnews it was
confident its point-of-sale machines
would accept the new $10 note on
launch day this time around.
“Woolworths and BIG W self-serve
checkouts have been updated with
new software in preparation for the
new $10 notes,” a Woolworths Group
spokesperson said.
“We undertook thorough testing ahead
of the new tender's launch date to
ensure our self-serve checkouts are
ready to go.”
Rival supermarket Coles also said it
had worked closely with the Reserve
Bank of Australia (RBA) to ensure its
point-of-sale systems could recognise
and accept the new $10 note.
It added that it “did not experience any

problems” accepting the new $5 note
when it was introduced in 2016.
“We are confident our systems will be
able to accept the new $10 notes at all
checkouts nationally,” a Coles
spokesperson said.
A Kmart Australia spokesperson also
said it was ready for the new note's
arrival.
But not all payment equipment will be
ready from day one. iTnews can reveal
that Tabcorp as well as amusement and
vending machine operators are still
working on upgrades.
“Pending regulatory approval, we aim to
electronically update the terminals in
mid- to late-October,” a Tabcorp
spokesperson said.
“In the meantime, customers in venues
can exchange the new notes for the older
$10, or for smaller denomination notes,
for use in the terminals.”
Nick Aronis, president of the
national vending association, told iTnews
that despite vending machine
Continued on page 19...
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operators and vendors being given six
months to prepare for the new $10
note, it was unlikely most machines
would be ready to accept it straight
away.

Aronis estimated that it cost the
amusement and vending industry $20
million alone to update their machines
to accept last year’s new $5 note. He
estimated the new $10 note would
cost about $4 million.

“As the current $10 note will remain
in circulation for some time, the
urgency is not there to have
everything updated,” Aronis said.

“The biggest impact to the industry
was the new $5 note,” Aronis said.
“Since then the biggest expense of
updating the actual note readers to
accommodate new currency and future
updates has already occurred.”

“It is up to the individual operator,
company and industry to have this in
place as the need arises as well as
affordability.”
One Australian vending machine
operator iTnews spoke to, who didn’t
wish to be named, said as of last week
it was still waiting on its equipment
supplier to provide it with the
necessary $10 note firmware patch to
deploy on its hundreds of machines.
The operator said they had to pay a
license fee for each machine’s
firmware to be upgraded and were
required to visit each machine
in-person to upgrade it.

CBA signs up to Android Pay
The Commonwealth Bank has
struck a deal with Google to offer
Android Pay, allowing customers
with Android devices an alternative
way to make contactless payments.

When asked what more the RBA could
do to assist in the speedy upgrading of
machines and equipment across the
industry, Aronis said financial support
would help.
Aronis also said it would assist
operators if they were given different
batch variables of notes earlier on so
that they didn’t have to continually
adjust their readers to work with the
different variances in notes, which
may have minor changes in them from
batch to batch that can impact their
acceptance in machines.

CBA already offers its own 'tap and
pay' service as an app for both
Android and iOS.
The Android version takes
advantage of the device's in-built
NFC chip, while the iOS version
requires the user to stick a "paytag"
to the device.
CBA - together with other major
banks - unsuccessfully tried earlier
this year to band together in order
to gain access to the NFC chips
inside iPhones, among other
demands.

The bank also announced it had
enabled payments with Garmin
smartwatches.
Android Pay will be available to CBA
customers “before the end of the
year”, while Garmin Pay support will
be offered when the smartwatches
hit the Australian market in early
October.

Customers have long asked CBA to
support handset-native contactless
payment options in addition to its
own 'tap and pay' service.
ANZ was the first major bank to
support Android Pay in July last
year, when Google brought the
mobile wallet service to Australia.

“The notes have been provided on time
from a batch [before their release],”
Aronis said.
“[But] at this stage we are unsure what
the variables will be on notes once
they start producing various batches.
“To give you an idea, when the $5 note
was released, the variances in it meant
that the firmware tolerances had to be
widened to accept the variances from
batch to batch.”
Despite this, Lindsay Boulton, the
Reserve Bank of Australia’s assistant
governor for business services, told
Fairfax Media on Monday that he
expected there would be fewer issues
this time around but said it would
depend on the business decisions of
manufacturers and operators.
Even if some operators have updated
all their systems, the upgrade pain
isn’t over yet. They have a new $50
note - the most widely circulated and
counterfeited – to look forward to
being rolled out next year.
It was quickly followed by Cuscal,
Macquarie Bank, MyState and
Teachers Mutual Bank, and then by
Westpac.
Its reach now extends to "over 50"
banks and credit unions and can be
used at about 800,000 locations
nationally.
“In June, this year we saw weekly
transactions across the CommBank
app hit $6.1 billion so we know
customers love using their phones to
make payments and do their
banking,” CBA’s general manager of
everyday banking and payments
Michael Baumann said in a
statement.
“By offering customers the ability to
pay with Android Pay and with their
Garmin smartwatches we are
combining choice and convenience.”
Story from news.com.au
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Reporting from Australasian
Gaming Expo 2017
By Roving Reporter
This year event had a different feel
as to previous years, as the AGE
Expo moved by to its original home
at the new International Convention
Centre (ICC) at Darling Harbour
Sydney.
Compared to last year, there was
only four amusement companies
exhibiting and only one was a
NAMOA member and they appeared
to be the busiest stand out of four.
While I was primary interested to
see if these companies were
exhibiting new products to market,
the non-member amusement
companies exhibited a couple of
games, but still what I would call
new is in the one-year market
releases. However, the Funhouse
Club Division member stand did
bring four new products to market,
never seen before with another
piece released inside the last year
according to their spokesperson,
one machine was from Amuseinc
called Surprise Eggs and the three
other crane machines from
Cashflow Games.

While I attended all three days, I did
notice media coverage of two of the
amusement exhibitors via
Intergame Magazine AGE Daily
newspaper and a story of Family
Entertainment Centres in the
August edition on their stand.
It was extremely pleasing to see a
several Representatives from
NAMOA, President Tony Argery,
Secretary Ray McGowan, Steve

Kimmins, Todd McDougall and the
learning resources representative
Greg O’Malley showing the learning
and resources program to members
of NAMOA, including Tim McStay
from Bris Vegas performing his
balloon blowing with some magical
tricks on the NAMOA stand.

I pick up on a number points the
NAMOA President said, but primary
the focus of NAMOA he said is to
ensure better self-regulation with no
government invention required, thus
ensuring members of NAMOA don’t
have issues or banning games
without consultation with NAMOA,
something Argery said hasn’t
happened effectively before, he went
on to say in the last five years some

games have been banned before we
could find out what the problem is.
The other topic Argery said is to better
prepare and inform members of
choices whether to invest in
themselves and their businesses with
the new NAMOA members Learning
and Resources section that will benefit
all members. I was shown some
interesting topics like, armed robbery,
conflict resolution, some of which are
user pays and other topic areas are just
resources for members to refer to.
I have to say I was very impressed with
what I was shown, and if I was a
member of NAMOA, this would be a
huge advantage over my competitors
with these types of programs growing
in the future.
As I walked around the show, I was
curious that poker machine
manufacturers are going back to
classic characters like Pac Man, to
generate new sales of machines and to
keep poker machine players in general
interested, a fad that has all too well
been done over many years in the
amusement industry here and
overseas.
Continued on page 21...
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I also noticed on the Funhouse Club
Division members stand pumping
out a Chocolate scent from an
Indulge Chocolate crane machine
by manufacturer Cashflow Games,
what a great idea, so I went and
spoke with the people of the stand
and they suggested to talk to
Damien Scarf from Scent Central
also exhibiting from the expo, turns
out it was his unit in the Chocolate
Machine I had seen.
If I was an amusement operator, this
is the type of piece as a feature for
your machines and one a feature
over your competitors I would have.

see amusement operators need to
get better at, as to the many
companies out in the market today
not really hitting the mark in my
opinion.
Another area for amusement
perators to look at is members points
swipe cards, whilst it is expensive, I
believe the long-term investment is a
benefit to operators and this is
clearly the case with vending
machine operators I spoke with at
the expo. I was lucky enough to
speak to Peter Sozou General
Manager of AVS and he thoroughly
recommends this type of operation

for machine operators whether in
Amusements or Vending machines or
both for that matter.
Not just taking Peter’s word for it, I
decided to keep look for more members card swipes and came across
Globe Coffee Solutions company that
do this on their coffee machines too,
but their spokesman Gary stated, there
is currently two systems in the market
one costing around $3,000 per unit
and another supplier around $1,700
per unit, so clearly if you are deciding
to do this, it pays to shop around.

However, Scarf said, “we service
many types of locations like retail,
Hotels, Resorts, Real Estate,
Automotive, Fitness Gyms,
Shopping Centres, Corporates and
Restaurants to name a few “.

Big Screen Video

Mist Spray from Scent Central
Scarf went on to ad “Smell is the
strongest of all our senses as it has
the deepest link to our emotions and
memory…… "Our goal is to link the
emotions and memories that are
buried deep in our olfactory archive
at a subliminal level, by the help of
the most direct and powerful sense
of smell and our perfectly captured
scents."
One thing I always find interesting
is how amusement machine
companies or operators market
themselves, so I had a casual chat
with Scott Hamilton from CV
Signage Solutions. Marketing is
quiet complex Hamilton says, 85%
of his clients never know where to
start when it comes to marketing,
but as he states” everybody thinks
they know how”. This is an area I

I must mention this, I went to a
stand called Big Screen Video, this
was an amazing experience the full
4k experience and more, however
the full package price range was a
whopping $100,000 for a big screen,
there goes my man cave TV idea.

For the Victorian readers,
I was surprised to see
Robert Dipierdomenico who went
on to play 240 AFL games and kick
130 goals with the Hawthorn
Football Club and the famous Four
N Twenty pie ads on TV afterwards,
now a part owner of a company
called DJ Bingo, they supply Bingo
with a beat of music, that’s
different.
AGE Continued on page 22...
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DAVID HANKIN
AND BRUCE
COULBOURNE
INTERGAME
STAND

Next stop was to visit to Intergame
Magazine stand, where I caught up
with David Snook and Phil Clegg, as
they were pumping out their articles
for the daily AGE newspaper, with
many stories reported over the three
days and then reporting back to
overseas for the next edition of
Intergame Magazine, it was
pleasing to see amusement companies got some coverage over the
course of the expo. One thing I
picked up from them in our conversation is that overseas, FEC’s are
now becoming more common as
standalone venues, rather than like
here in Australia, next to Cinemas in
shopping centers. They said the
USA alone has been greatly effected
in this area and stand alone are
huge in the USA.
I then asked their thoughts of the
AGE Expo, Snook says “With Australia having around 180,00 poker
machines in operation with so much
resources going into that sector, the
“pure” amusement industry is
somewhat benign, with a couple of
amusement companies exhibiting at
the show canvassing the same
venues for family elements within
their membership and entertaining

the kids is completely different to
overseas markets.

!

Cashflow Games -Adventure World
In summary though, the tour of this
year’s AGE Expo 2017 was refreshing
to see NEW amusement machine
products from Amuseinc and
Cashflow Games that supply to
amusement machine operators of
our industry, that’s what these shows
are all about -NEW, and not the
same old products every year.

Amuseinc -Surprise Eggs
Many thanks to all the people I meet
and intriguing proactive discussions I
had with everyone I interviewed.
By Roving Reporter
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CRANE MACHINES
Report from Intergame Magazine
-David Snook
Australian amusement machine
operators are among the most
sophisticated in terms of
successfully deploying cranes, says
the global industry’s top name in
that sector.
For nearly 60 years Belgian
company Elaut has been building
amusement devices (formed in
1959) and brother-sister
combination of Eric and Helga
Verstraeten have built a reputation
for taking the science of crane
machines to higher levels.
It is a compliment, therefore, that
Eric and Helga view their Australian
customers so highly “There is a long
history of crane machine operating
in Australia,” said Helga. “It is a
niche market in which the Aussies
have excelled through long
experience.
In particular they are among the
world’s most expert at running
chocolate content, as we all know.
This is something unique to
Australia.”

The Verstraetens – and notably their
international sales manager Stefan
Vaerreyvk – are no strangers to our
shores. Stefaan was in Australia only
a few months ago, conferring with
the Elaut distributor, Zax
Amusements of whom the Belgians
think very highly.
They are aware that the success of
cranes in Australia has given rise to
some competitors and are duly
respectful of their expertise, but the
Verstraetens have taken the
development of amusement games
generally (they are also global
leaders in pusher machines) and
cranes specifically to higher levels.
The E-Claw, for example, has for
some years been dominant in the
international market and is a
familiar, if not essential, ingredient
in FECs in many countries.
Going back over 25 years the use of
‘Belgian crane mechanisms’ as they
were generally referred to, was
considered a major selling point in
many manufacturers’ specifications,
as the Elaut mechanics were
considered the benchmark for that
type of product. In latter years the

company has introduced much higher
levels of technology into its products,
including the opportunity for operators
to adjust games to hit just the right
combination of win percentages, to
give an enjoyable and rewarding
product for the player and at the same
time ensure the operator a satisfactory
return.
Success in Europe, domination in the
Middle East, inroads into the
Asia-Pacific markets and Australasia,
took Elaut into the crossroads of
whether to go for the big one,
North America. Taking on American
amusement machine developers in
their own back yard was a bold step for
a comparatively small Belgian
company. But the Verstraetens
handled it shrewdly, investing in the
acquisition of a sizeable operating
company first and then setting up their
own US subsidiary with a
manufacturing plant.
Subsequently, they were to acquire
some respectable suppliers in their
market, Coast to Coast and then more
recently the major manufacturer
Benchmark.
Continued on page 24...

Eric Verstraeten with Stefaan Vaerewyck in the St Niklaas showrooms.
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Continued from page 24...

Elaut’s Davy Stuer with E-Claw games at the London EAG in January.
That latter development came
earlier this year and, like the Coast
to Coast investment, the
Verstraetens chose to leave the
in-house and established structure
in place at Benchmark. That
acquisition gave Elaut access to a
major inventory of game designs
and the future output of an inventive and highly experienced development department.

games, notably the Classic Roulette
and also dice games. Said Eric
Verstraeten: “We plan to further
strengthen our gaming business
which is already into the Belgian and
Spanish arcades markets. It is a very
competitive market. At the recent
FER trade show in Madrid, for
example, there were no fewer than
17 exhibitors with multi-player
automated table games.”

“It was a good fit for us,” said Eric,
“or we would not have considered
this deal. Benchmark games
constantly rank among the very
top-earning redemption games in
the US market. We want to continue
with their philosophy. For Elaut the
deal will mean that we can combine
the R&D talents. They have the
same road map as our team and
face the same challenges going
forward. This union will make for
stronger products on both sides of
the Atlantic.”

On the pusher front, Helga reported
that the Willy Wonka game, licensed
from the famous movie, was doing
well for Elaut in the US and following in the tradition of the Wizard of
Oz, another licensed success. Other
notable recent releases were Ticket
Circus, Diamonds and Pearls, and
the latest version of the E-Claw, the
Harmony with a prize every time.

Meanwhile, the Sint Niklaas factory,
not far from Antwerp, continues to
make what is regarded as the
world’s finest crane machines, led
by the E-Claw range. It also
produces automated casino table

With many Australian locations –
especially in smaller locations
outside of city centres – the space
availability enables the successes
enjoyed by Elaut’s oversized games,
such as the Big One in the Middle
East operations can be replicated.
The visibility of the giant games is a
major factor in their high-performance levels. But the

bread-and-butter backbone of the
range remains the E-Claw, now in so
many manifestations from its original
concept, as technological advances
have progressed.
But Elaut isn’t all about crane
machines. It has some notable successes with ticket redemption too.
Indeed, it owes its foundation to the
general amusement industry, when in
1959 Eric and Helga’s father, Achiel
Verstraeten was first to fit a gripping
mechanism with three motors into one
independent cart and went on to
automate collections for bumper cars
and auto scooters.
As this issue was going to press, Elaut
was gearing itself up for the big IAAPA
trade show to be held in Orlando,
Florida in mid-November, when it is
promising to launch the Fun Zone, a
crane with fresh and innovative
personalizing powers.
The Belgians have come a long way
and have taken its loyal customers and
distributors with them.
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PROFILE - ZAX AMUSEMENTS
Australian Distributor for Elaut
Zax Amusements is Australia’s largest
Coin Operated Amusement
distributor, supplying to operators
and venue’s Nationally. Our team
consists of over 50 people, including
15 in our Repair, Sales and Service
division, with our Showroom and
Workshop located in Port Melbourne,
and our showcase Family
Entertainment Centre’s branded
Totally Game located in 2 prominent
Melbourne metro locations.
We supply only quality attractions
thoroughly tried and tested in our
locations which mirror those of every
Australian operator, so we know
exactly what titles offer the best
player experience,
complimentary offering to location,
and return on investment for the
operator.
With exclusive distribution rights to
the industry leading brands and titles,
and access to a massive trade-in
market for fully refurbished games we
source and provide only the best of
the best to cater for any budget.
Whether you are a corporate operator
or independent, industry veteran or
exploring a new business opportunity
our games are supplied turnkey with
optimized play and payout percentage,
so when you take delivery of your
purchase it is plus and go, and set to

reward the player and generate the
best income. We supply Australia’s
class leading debit card system
Intercard which we developed to offer
‘coin in’ and ticket out’ options to cater
for the Australian market.
Complimenting all areas of
coin-operated Amusement operation
we supply redemption tickets and
tokens (generic and branded), Change
Machines and Ticket Eaters, Licensed
Plush toys, prize vending display boxes
and other prizes, and of course very
part imaginable to keep your games
operational and presentable.
Our growth over the last 12 months
mirrors that experienced by good
operators nationally, the industry
appears robust, and experiencing a
resurgence heading towards another
golden era as per the 80’s and 90’s,
albeit with a very dramatic change in
consumer demand, heavily skewed
towards ticket redemption, customer
rewards and instant gratification, and
away from traditional video.
The industry’s major FEC operators
such as Playtime and Timezone have
proven recently that new, well
presented and player engaging games
make incredibly good income, and
every operator striving to offer similar
on any location will capitalize on the
back of this, as our industry is again
regarded as fun, relatively low cost,
rewarding, and with an enticing

mechanic to increase spend. Put simply
you may have one or two games of
Daytona, but almost everyone will
extend their play and spend for
entertainment and reward. Therefore,
this offers a tremendous opportunity for
every Operator given the right advice,
and operating the right games.
The threat is those operators that don’t
upgrade will lose market share and miss
this golden opportunity if they
persevere with the wrong equipment.
Ultimately, they will lose locations as a)
good operators secure those sites based
on increased returns for the location
and a fresher more relevant offering for
patrons, or b) as we are commonly
finding, especially in regional locations,
the venue’s themselves look at the low
base profit share with ordinary/old
games, and invest in their own
equipment especially ticket and prize
redemption to keep the Lion’s share.
Zax Amusements would rather sell you
one good game that makes great coin
than a package of games that don’t. We
find this approach works exceptionally
well with operators who haven’t invested
in a while or those new to the industry,
our repeat business and trust comes
from those who experience the returns
first hand, and can then forecast the
growth with upgrades across their circuit
as positive cash flow allows says Phil
Boniwell | Business Manager Zax
Amusements Pty Ltd.
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Little Legends Night
Author: Annick Marks
The Gold Coast Suns’ Little Legends
members were in for a great night on
the 10th of July 2017 at Timezone
Coolangatta from 5pm to 8pm.
The Gold Coast Suns is an established
community focused team in the
Australian Football League since
2009. The team is iconic on the Gold
Coast and Timezone Gold Coast is one
of its proud partners.
The Suns ‘Little Legends’ program is
free to join where the members get
special access to favourite players,
multiple competitions, cool prizes
and more. The Suns in partnership
with Timezone Gold Coast sent
invitations to all ‘Little Legends’
members to come to Timezone
Coolangatta first to have 2 hours of
fun, win Suns memorabilia in an
exclusive lucky draw and to rub
shoulders with their football icons.
Everyone poured in at the main
entrance with excited mini football
enthusiasts buzzing with excitement.
The guests were treated with a game
of skill, right from the start with an
all-amazing inflatable skills game.
The Timezone team welcomed all the
members at the registration desk with
personalised power cards along with
a flyer and an explanation of what is
included in the package offered.
Shortly after the welcoming party,
there was a lucky draw with exciting
prizes provided by The Gold Coast
Suns team. Little Legends members
were allocated with a number each,
which was put into a barrel for a lucky
draw. MC Alex Uribe then
enthusiastically announced the
number picked out from the barrel
with the help of some of the Gold
Coast Suns star players.
The Little Legends proceeded into
spinning the chocolate wheel,
provided by the Suns team.

Amongst the prizes up for grabs there
was two Timezone 2-hour fun packs, 1
personally signed home Guernsey by
all 2017 Gold Coast Suns team and
two double passes to the cage; they
are behind the scene tickets to watch
the players warm up before they run
the ground.
There were happy faces all around in
the function room. The younglings
were trying out the radar kick tunnel.
Each kick was clocked by radar and the
speed of the kick was electronically
displayed. The Suns star players
including our Gold Coast Suns
ambassador Tom Lynch, made an
appearance for the athlete signing at
Timezone Coolangatta’s pinball area,
right next to the bowling area.
The fans huddled to the area with
excitement. Powie was cashing in on
all the attention as well, pausing for
pictures and hanging with the boys at
the signing table. The Suns
merchandise was conveniently
available for purchase next to the
signing area.

After the signing, the players were
pumped to go through a series of
competition against each other and
also with the invitees whether it was at
the shooting hoops, laser skirmish or
at the dodgem cars. Timezone
Coolangatta gained great exposure
from the event through social media
and all the invitees, some of them
experiencing the Coolangatta venue
for the first time.
It has been and always be a pleasure
to host great events like these for
growing and existing partnerships.
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PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS!

REDEMPTION STICKERS

ADVERTISING RATES

Site/location Agreement
Books.

A lot of discussion has been had
regarding the quality/price of prizes
that are on offer in Prize Redemption
games and the feedback from
customers is that young children are
‘seduced’ into playing some
redemption games that have major
prizes of Playstation’s, mobile
phones. IPods etc.

FULL PAGE $220.00
HALF PAGE $165.00
QUARTER PAGE $110.00
PREFERRED SUPPLIER
ADVERTISING $88.00
per financial year.

(50 duplicate Agreements in a pad)
COST: $22.00
(Includes GST and Postage)
New Members receive a
COMPLIMENTARY Book. To
save wastage, it has to be
requested).
Delivery Dockets are used for
Record of Ownership. Title and
Commercials Terms.

NAMOA has re-designed new
stickers which are reversed printed
and attached to the inside glass of
Prize Redemption games, according
to the value of the
prize.

Book is A5 - 50 pages in duplicate
Introductory Delivery Docket Book
$9.90 (includes GST, Postage and
Handling)

G Maximum Prize Value $20.00
PG Maximum Prize Value $50.00
M Maximum Prize Value $100.00
MA Maximum Prize Value $200.00

Additional Delivery Docket Books -

Members are entitled to 20 free
stickers, but you must apply for
them. Please advise the combination you require. Additional stickers
can be purchased by members at
$1.10 each, which includes
GST, postage and handling.

Delivery Dockets

Special Price
$16.50 (includes GST, postage
and Handling)
To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au
(Prices may change without notice)

COLOUR in JPEG format

This includes:
The Collector and the Web Site.
(The above Prices include the GST).
Rates may change without notice.

Deadlines

28 February, 31 May
31 August, 30 November
To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au

To order your Stickers please
contact Juanita Keegan.
admin@namoa.com.au

VIDEO GAME MACHINE
LABELS
Labels are not available from
NAMOA. Go to the
Government Web Site
Machine Labels can be downloaded
from www.oflc.gov.au
(Classification Markings)
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ANDO’S AMUSEMENTS
(AUST)P/L
Members - is your business included
in these listings? If not - you are
missing out on other members
knowing what your business offers!
Your listing is also placed on the
NAMOA web site as well as here in
the printed Collector. Cost to you is
$80 plus GST for 1 year on the web,
including 4 Collector listings. PRO
RATA for the remaining issues this
year. Advertising rates may change
without notice.
Email Juanita:
admin@namoa.com.au
with your paragraph and your
advertisement will be in the next
Issue and go straight onto the web
site. (in Microsoft Word, please)
Not a Member? Join Now and take
advantage of this listing directory.

ALLSTAR are the #1 independent

distributor of POP VINYL toys in
Australia. We offer individual or
assorted mix. Ideal for Crane or any
machine. Check the website for
details, specialise in FEC prizes like
Monopoly, Superhero items and Pop
Culture related.

Sales- various types of Second Hand
of coin operated amusements,
including Kiddy Rides.

A.M.D. SYDNEY

Amusement Machine Distributors.
Australian Distributors for Stern
Pinball, Incredible Technologies, LAI
Games, ICE, Sam Billiards,
Benchmark, UNIS & Betsons.
Full range: new and used machines,
service and spare parts available.
Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com

AMUSINC

Importers of:
- Quality Crane/Skill Testers
- Prize Redemption Machines
- Spare Parts
- Licenced Plush Toys
- New Containers Always Arriving
- Representing Manufacturers from
- China, Korea, Taiwan and USA
- Global Importers.

www.funwheels.com.au
Rob Parsons - 0419 606776

CASHFLOW ENTERTAINMENT P/L
Designed to meet global market
expectations with CNC manufacturing.
Australian designed and
manufactured PCB’s and Software.
Cutting edge 3G SMS communication
systems. Producing a range of
Cranes, Redemption, Ticket and
Sports games. Balancing High
quality with Low prices.
Ph: 0432 323 333
E: admin@cashflowgames.com.au
www.cashflowgames.com.au

Give us a call for your needs.
Todd McDougall 0400 993 393
www.amusinc.com.au
E: coin_net@hotmail.com

www.allstarbrands.com.au
Fun wheels offer BERG pedal Go
Karts for fun outdoor toys from 5-99
see website for details, ideal for
major prizes for FEC or machine
operators. Check website for details
or call.

Ph: Larry 0416 177 077
Fax: 07 4779 8672
E: andosam1@bigpond.com

BILLIARD IMPORTS PTY LTD
Suppliers since 1981 of English
cloth, Essex Straight Six Coin
Mechs, K.P. balls, Hustler, Cuetec
and Club cues, Italian slate, light
fringes and accessories.
Ph: 07 3343 5022
Fax: 07 3349 9620
E: sales@billiardimports.com.au

COIN OP SOLUTIONS
Exclusive distributor for Wu Mar
Harng/Paokai Electronic. Australian
Designed Cranes – A crane for every
Location. Toy Soldier, Maxi Claw,
Win Every time, Cool Age Chocolate
and Movie Stars. Glass All-round,
LCD Screens, security bars, bill
acceptors and many more options.
2 Year warranty on boards and
motors. Now available – plush mixes
20cm, 25cm, 30cm and 40cm
Mark Robins - 0433 118 477
Ph: 03 9555 1409
E: mark@coinopsolutions.com
www.coinopsolutions.com
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FLAMINGO RECORDS

PENNY JUNCTION AUST. P/L

Current audio and video CDs for your
sited or home juke boxes. Brand new
and used 7” vinyl records; lamps and
stylii/needles for all makes and
models of vinyl record juke boxes.

We are Australia’s largest bulk
vending wholesaler of all gumball
products, capsuled toys (25mm to
93mm), rubber bouncing balls
(27mm to 50mm) and mixed bulk
toys for stackers and similar
machines.

Phone Erwin for a quote for your
monthly CD and VCD orders. Video CD
programs available for rental.
Ph: 0418 127 514 or 03 6234 1300
E:flamrecs@bigpond.net.au

HUNTER LEISURE
Hunter Leisure supply toys suitable
for crane & redemption machines.
Ph: 03 9287 9888
Contact: Sonia Rhind
E: soniar@hunterleisure.com.au
or cathyd@hunterleisure.com.au
www.hunterleisure.com.au

MICRO SYSTEM CONTROLS P/LTD
Designers and Suppliers of:
Australian Design Award winning
Microcoin QL, Microcoin SP,
GBA Note Acceptors
For sales and service enquiries,
please contact Robert Bird.
Ph:03 9646 6446
Fax: 03 9646 6447
E: sales@microcoin.com
W: www.microcoin.com

YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE?

We are able to service everywhere in
Australia and our pricing will not be
beaten.
Ph: Geoff Guthrie 03 9318 1047
Unit 1/1 Caulson Close
Maribyrnong Victoria 3032
E: pennyjunction@bigpond.com
www.pennyjunction.com.au

JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au

REFLEX GAMES
Suppliers of coin-operated arcade
equipment and associated products,
including simulators, redemption
equipment, cabinets, software,
pinballs, jukeboxes and kiddie rides.
Register your surplus equipment on
our consignment listing.
Steve has been distributing
amusement equipment since 1977,
so for experienced advice,
competitive prices from a supplier
who does not operate in competition
with his customers, give him a call.
Steve Patan (03) 9016 6961
Fax: (03) 9016 6961 or
Ph: 0414 660 069
E: reflexgames@bigpond.com
www.reflexgames.com.au

media
Need help with your
website, advertising
or print media?
Check out our
services today at
www.fidgetmedia.com.au
Call: 0431 114 977
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THOMPSON

BILLIARD TABLES
RIDE ON ENTERTAINMENT

THOMPSON BILLIARDS

Cars, Planes, Train
“you name it-We have it in stock”
1940’s rides starting from $500 sold
as is” Hundreds of models to choose
from in our Sydney and Melbourne
warehouses.

Manufacturers of Coin Tables and
Home Tables, as well as accessories.
35 years manufacturing experience
in the industry.

Licensed character rides available.
For assistance please contact
Office: 03 9890 7577
E: louise@rideon.com.au
www.rideon.com.au

NAMOA STATE
REPRESENTATIVES

Shipping nationally from the Gold
Coast, Qld.

NEW SOUTH WALES
James Melides - 0412 070 690
E: james.melides@anare.com.au
Ron Mroz – 0425 709 032
E: rmroz@kingpinbowling.com.au

Phone: 07 5537 6922
Fax: 07 5529 1022
E: admin@thompsonbilliardtables.com.au

VICTORIA
Zak Athanasiadis – 03 9676 9190
E: zak@zax.com.au
Steve Kimmins – 0409 345 684
E: stevekimmins@bigpond.com

SHADFORTH INSURANCE
BROKERS

QUEENSLAND
Tony Argery (NAMOA President)
Mobile: 0418 988 988:
E: tony@funhouse.com.au

ZAX AMUSEMENTS

Insurance Brokers approved by
NAMOA.

Australia’s largest for Distribution,
Technical Repairs, Spare Parts and
Consultation.

Fully underwritten by an Australian
Insurer. Exclusive facility available
to NAMOA members.

Housed in an all new purpose built
facility at 265 Ingles Street, Port
Melbourne, Victoria 3207.

Unique insurance solutions on a
policy developed in consultation
with your Association.

P: 03 9676 9190.
Fax: 03 9676 9290
Zak Athanasiadis
E: sales@zax.com.au
www.zax.com.au

Contact either Darren or Rebecca
Darren Reilly - 07 3031 1622
Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Darren.reilly@sfg.com.au
Rebecca Higgs 07 3031 1625
Or Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Rebecca.higgs@sfg.com.au

Ray McGowan – 0432 323 333
E: ray@cashflowgames.com.au
NORTHERN TERRITORY
No nominations received
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Robert Westwood – 0403 053 611�
E: robertwestwood@hotmail.com
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Joanne Cox - 0452 418 164
E: planetamusements@gmail.com
TASMANIA
No nomination received

LIKE TO PUT

YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE?
JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au

ACT
Nick Vasiliou – 0413 930 750
E: nick@happydays.net.au
DISCLAIMER
1. All expressions of opinion are published on the basis that they
are not to be regarded as expressing the official opinion of the
publisher unless expressly stated.
2. The publisher accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the
accuracy of any of the opinions or information or advertisements
contained in this publication and readers should rely on their own
enquiries in making decisions concerning their own interests. In
particular, no responsibility is accepted for the quality of goods or
services supplied by advertisers or for the accuracy of materials
submitted for reproduction. To the extent permitted by law, the
publishers, their employees, agents and contractors exclude all
liability (including liability and negligence) to any person for any
loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or arising as a result of
material appearing in this publication.
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GTI SHOW
GUANGZHOU
CHINA
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